There exists an important problem in Homeric textual criticism: how is our Homeric vulgate related to the editions of Alexandrian scholars Zenodotus, Aristophanes and Aristarchus? The clearer understanding of these relations may lead us to much more precise reconstruction of the earliest stages of the Homeric text, which is important to many fields of classical studies. Here I will limit my consideration to only one scholar -Aristarchus of Samothrace, and to just one poem -The Iliad, however, this material is evidently the largest and the most problematic.
Having collected and calculated all the extant readings of Aristarchus in Prolegomena to his editio major of The Iliad, Thomas Allen found out that only 9% of them are present in all our manuscripts and only 18% are in the majority of copies. That means that Aristarchus failed to influence the manuscript tradition of The Iliad, as the greater bulk of his readings has little or no support in the other surviving manuscripts. "His views therefore were never represented", Allen concludes, "not at all in antiquity ... and only in this casual manner in the Middle Ages" (Allen 1931 I 200) .
The situation seemed obvious until the newly found Egyptian papyri posed a new question. The earliest Homeric fragments included many more lines than what we have now and didn't include some verses known to us, but ever since the middle of the 2 century BC the tradition had become unified and the "wild papyri" had disappeared at once (West 1967) . The number of verses after this unification is identical to Aristarchean edition (Bolling 1925) . How could that happen if the Alexandrian philologist had no influence on the manuscripts? Several explanations were suggested: the vulgate might have existed before Alexandrians and the "wild papyri" was just an Egyptian phenomenon; maybe, the technology of book copying and book trade was sensitive to the number of lines and less susceptible to the details of textual criticism (West 1988, 47-48 3 ); possibly, many Alexandrian variae lectiones were intended to be Parallelstellen and as such could not have been copied in ordinary manuscripts (van Thiel 1992, contra see Schmidt 1997);
possibly, it was someone else and not Aristarchus who managed to produce an influential edition in Egypt c. 150 BC (Finkelberg 2006) .
I would like to add some hopefully important considerations and calculations to this long-lasting discussion. First thing that needs revision is the concept of vulgate.
The vulgate
On the one hand, this term reflects the fact that extant Homeric manuscripts can hardly be arranged in an ordinary stemma, as it was shown clearly enough by Allen, who had chosen to reject his own manuscript family system (Allen 1920 ) in his later editio major of The Iliad (Allen 1931) . In Middle Ages manuscripts of The Iliad were comparatively abundant, which allowed comparatively frequent horizontal transfer of the variants from one copy to another regardless of their genealogical relations. This "average" mediaeval text turned out to be identical to the majority of Egyptian Homeric papyri; thus we may trace the vulgate back to Late Antiquity.
On the other hand, it is obvious that the reading of the majority of manuscripts strongly depends on our choice of the manuscripts. In numerous instances the edition of Thomas Allen, based on almost 200 manuscripts, and the edition of Martin West (West 2000) , who uses less than 20 earlier copies (plus papyri), disagree about vulgate readings. But this study is focused only on those cases that affect interpretation of Alexandrian variants. In Table 1 Among hundreds of Aristarchus's variants a few examples of the kind do not form a marked group. Nevertheless, the theoretical importance of the problematic concept of vulgate is often underestimated.
Small and dubious variants
There is a group of Aristarchean variants which are not mentioned by Allen and are absent from his statistics. They can be classified as self-evident minor variants. Here are several examples;
The Iliad is cited from Allen's edition, the scholia are given according to Hartmut Erbse's edition (Erbse 1988) . Another problem with horizontal and vertical readings is that -as one may assume -they strangely enough required different methods. Rare omissions were counterbalanced by more frequent atheteses, but we cannot see any analogy in horizontal readings. I do not think that the methodology of work with large and small readings differed thus much, although single words were definitely more favourable to conjectural changes than whole lines and word combinations.
We do not find in the scholia any specific technical terms which would distinguish between readings intended to be in the texts and variants that had to remain in the commentary. This terminological gap most probably led to the confusion between confident and hypothetical readings and to the emergence of double Aristarchean variants. One of the possible explanations is Helmut van Thiel's hypothesis: "This text seems to be revised and edited posthumously by one of his disciples, who did not know by this time the old Zenodotean method 7 which Aristarchus used in his personal copy, and gave false interpretations" (van Thiel 1997, 25) . Here I would prefer not to enter the discussion, whether the variae lectiones which were not intended to 6 I agree with Michael Haslam that we should not revise the mainstream interpretation of οὐκ ἔγραϕεν (Haslam 1997, 73) . 7 I.e. that many "readings" are in fact parallels or commentaries -V.F.
change the Homeric text were parallels and commentaries, or, more traditionally, hypothetical readings. The more important fact is the necessity to discriminate between the two various types of horizontal readings.
The challenge to Allen's statistics.
Allen's statistics are usually correct and consistent with the apparatus of his edition. But, as I tried to demonstrate, principles of these statistics are open to criticism in several specific aspects and in general. In Table 3 I  did not include Aristarchean atheteses that replaced someone's else omissions.
The question needs a detailed examination, because Allen did not explain clearly his methodology. The best way is to compare these two methods on the example of a particular book.
Allen cited 46 Aristarchean readings to book 11: 11 variants are present in all manuscripts, 3 in the majority of them, 2 in about a half, 10 in the minority, 12 in a few, 8 in none (Allen 1930 I, 199) . In Allen's apparatus to book 11 I have found 52 readings, but 6 of them are dubious in some respect, which makes 46 a net result 8 . These dubious variants are of two groups:
contradictions in the scholia that do not allow certainty in Aristarchus' will (11.144, 686, maybe 424 and 754), and double readings, where two Aristarchean variants are extant (632, 639). Apart from these 52 cases Aristarchus is mentioned in scholia to the book 8 times, and this makes up the disagreement of the two methods. To sum up, Allen counted 11+3 readings that agree with vulgate and suppressed on different grounds 7 variants, i.e. a half of the former group. This constant suppression of some types of readings leads to the result that according to Allen only 27% of Aristarchean variants agree with vulgate, while the scholia give almost 40% to this group. If we bear in mind the fact that almost all double readings include one variant of majority, the proportion will be even higher.
"No one, in my opinion", Gregory Nagy writes, "has yet been able to refute successfully the observation of T. W. Allen that Aristarchus's editorial prescriptions exerted practically no effect on the Homeric text as preserved in the medieval "vulgate" manuscript tradition" (Nagy 1996, 97 
